




Roundabout Design 101: 
Principles, Process, and Documentation 
 
Part 1 
March 7, 2012 
Well designed roundabouts should minimize accidents, delay and costs for 
everyone using the intersection. This session covers the design process 
that leads to a well designed roundabout as well as challenging conditions 





• Identifying Candidate Intersections 
• Evaluation Process 
• Safety Performance 
• Design Principles 
• Balanced Design 
• Design Composition 
– What can go wrong? 





Presentation Outline – Part 2 
• Geometry and Capacity 
• Choosing a Capacity Analysis Method 
– Modeling differences 
• Capacity  
• Delay 
• Limitations 
• Variation / Uncertainty in Prediction 
• Examples 









Modern Roundabout Benefits 
• Superior safety performance 
• Very high capacity … up to 6,000 VPH 
• Great geometric flexibility – ROW 
• Simple for traffic to use 
• Simple for pedestrians to use 
• Environmental benefits 






Where to Consider Roundabouts 
• Intersections with high crash rates/high severity rates 
• Intersections with complex geometry, skewed approaches, >4 
approaches 
• Rural intersections with high-speed approaches 
• Freeway interchange ramp terminals 
• Closely spaced intersections 
• Replacement of all-way stops 
• Replacement of signalized intersections 
• At intersections with high left turn volumes 
• Replacement of 2-way stops with high side-street delay 
• Intersections with high U-turn movements 
• Transitions from higher-speed to lower-speed areas 







• Do Nothing 
• Install Traffic Signals 
• Install Roundabout 
• Other options (DDI?) 
 





- Environmental factors 










1. Project Background - describe site conditions 
2. Safety Assessment (historical crash data) 
3. Operational Analyses – Arcady, HCM 
4. Cost Comparison – Construction, crash savings, life-
cycle 
5. Alternative Selection – screening criteria (capacity, 
safety, cost) 
6. Conceptual Roundabout Design – nearly a 30% design 
7. Conclusions and Recommendations 
Intersection Control Study Contents 
The Key Mindset: 






Substantial Design Effort for Intersection 






























































































Design Inputs – Traffic Forecasts 





Existing and Future Operations 






Collision Cost Assessment 





Roundabout collisions =  





Roundabout collisions =  





• 24 roundabouts built before 2008 
• 3 years before/after crash data 
• Results based on Empirical Bayes adjustment 
• Mixed results for total crash frequency 
• 9% decrease in total crashes 
• Significant 52% decrease in injury crashes 
– Speed limit did not show significant impact on safety 
– Multi-lanes seem to be safer than single lane roundabouts for 
injury crashes 
– Single lanes saw the largest decrease in total crashes 
Comprehensive Evaluation of Wisconsin 
Roundabouts 






= Significant Reduction in Economic Cost 
Comprehensive Evaluation of 
Wisconsin Roundabouts 
Simple Distribution (before EB adjustment) 















Factors affecting the outcome of these studies: 
•What is the year chosen for the life-cycle cost? 
•Discount factors 
•Collision costs 
•Societal costs versus agency costs  






Balanced Design Composition 





• For all who use the intersection: 







Balancing Competing Objectives 





1. Composition (Strategic): 
– Traffic and lane configuration 
– Space for trucks 
– Stopping sight distance 





2. Intersection sight distance 





SAFETY    
DELAY 
COST 
We generally spend more 






Substantial Design Effort for Intersection 






























































































• Speed Reduction 
– Entry Path Curvature 
• Vehicle Paths 
– Entry Path Overlap 
– Exit Path Overlap 
– Instinctive Paths  
• Traffic Information System 
• Sight Distance 
• Truck Accommodation 
• Design Details 
Performance Based Design 
with context consideration 
Composition involves 






Safety Issue #1 
Inadequate Entry Path Deflection  
RESULTS: 
 
• Speed of entry too fast 
 
• Impacts pedestrian safety 
 


















The steepness of the 
































1. Approaching lanes 
offset  to left of 
circle’s center 
2. Circle size 
3. Compactness of 
entry curve 
combinations 
Note: Too much 
deflection can lead to 
reduced safety, e.g. 
SMV crashes 
Ways to Achieve 
Deflection 













Problems with Guidance 





Safety Issue #2:  
Entry/Exit Path Overlap  





Exit Path Overlap 





Poor Deflection + Entry Path Overlap 
•Avoid tight entry 












































Angles of Visibility 





Safety Issue #3: Traffic 
Information System 
Incorrect Design Consequences: 
• Incorrect lane choice – exit crashes 
(sideswipe) 
• Sudden lane changes 
• Weaving in the circle 
• Improper left turns 


























Balanced designs require consideration 
for trucks 





Each Site has a Different User Mix 
• Freeways have more and larger trucks  
– Sometimes 30% trucks, rare pedestrians. 
• Arterials mix fewer trucks 
– 3-15% and more frequent pedestrians 
• Collectors: few trucks 
– ~ 1% or less depending on land use 
classification 
• Local streets: cars, peds, school buses 



































•Relatively flat circle desired (minor grade for drainage) 
•Desirable  profile through the circle is ≤ 4% 






Visualize and extract the profiles 





What do these all have in common? 
• A poor understanding of the principles of safe 
roundabout operation 
• The basic elements exist, but composition 
was overlooked 
• Changes would not be costly 
• Each will require a holistic approach to 








• Roundabout operation is holistic – 
design should reflect this 
• Balance competing needs of: 
Achieving capacity 










• Design is a top down process 
 General first  specifics second 
 
• Two parts to design 
1. Problem solving – Strategic – What to do 
2. Details – Tactical – Doing it 
 






Safety Issue #1 
Inadequate Entry Path Curvature (EPC)  
SOLUTIONS: 
 
•  Adjust ICD size 
 
• Adjust entry radius 
 
• Offset entry alignment 
 
• Apply EPC based on traffic flows – (ACCIDENT 





Safety Issue #2: 
Entry / Exit Path Overlap  
RESULTS: 
 
• Unnatural vehicle paths 
 
• Sideswipe or rear-end entry-entry or 





Safety Issue #2: 
Entry/Exit Path Overlap  
SOLUTIONS: 
 
•  Increasing exit radii 
 
• Realigning entry 
 
•  Modify entry angle (compound radii and 
tangential entry/exit) 
 






•Entry Path Curvature 
•Entry Width 
•Approach lane(s) width 





•(U.K. Research TRL 
Report LR 1120) 
 





Performance Based Design 
• We tend to try to create templates based 
on right-of-way or road classification 
• Retrofits are not addressed in most 
standards 
• Standard drawings don’t address 
anomalies and unusual conditions – only 
principles can 
 
• Producing an optimized design, requires 
effective application of operating principals 




















 Specifically, a roundabout should be 
considered as an alternative in the 
following instances:  
1. For any intersection that is being designed as 
new or is being reconstructed; 
2. For all existing intersections that have been 
identified as needing major safety or 
operational improvements; and 
3. For all intersections where a request for a 
traffic signal has been made. 





Standard Roundabouts:  




























INCREASING entry path curvature… 
• DECREASES entering-circulating accidents 
• INCREASES approaching accidents 



















Spot the Strategic Flaws 
